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INVARIANT MEASURES ON NILPOTENT ORBITS

ASSOCIATED WITH HOLOMORPHIC DISCRETE SERIES

MLADEN BOŽIČEVIĆ

Abstract. Let GR be a real form of a complex, semisimple Lie group G.
Assume GR has holomorphic discrete series. Let W be a nilpotent coadjoint
GR-orbit contained in the wave front set of a holomorphic discrete series. We
prove a limit formula, expressing the canonical measure on W as a limit of
canonical measures on semisimple coadjoint orbits, where the parameter of
orbits varies over the positive chamber defined by the Borel subalgebra asso-
ciated with holomorphic discrete series.

Introduction

Let GR be a semisimple Lie group, gR the Lie algebra of GR, g the complexifica-
tion of gR, and X the flag variety of g.

It was first observed by Rossmann in the setting of complex groups, and later re-
fined and generalized by Schmid and Vilonen [SV2] to arbitrary semisimple groups,
that invariant eigendistributions on the Lie algebra can be expressed as integrals of
certain equivariant forms over the homology cycles supported on the conormal vari-
ety of GR-action on X. Such integral formulas have proved to be useful in studying
asymptotic properties of invariant eigendistributions, and, in particular, for com-
puting the Liouville measure on a coadjoint nilpotent orbit in terms of Liouville
measures on regular semisimple orbits. The corresponding formulas are known as
limit formulas. They already appear in the classical work of Harish-Chandra on
the harmonic analysis on semisimple groups. Namely, the simplest example of limit
formulas is the Harish-Chandra’s formula for delta function at zero.

The main goal of the present paper is to apply the results of Schmid and Vilonen
[SV2], [SV3] and of Rossmann [Ro1], [Ro2], [Ro3], to compute Liouville measures on
the nilpotent orbits contained in the wave front set of holomorphic discrete series. In
fact, one can deduce from the theory of Schmid and Vilonen that the wave front set
of discrete series representations is the closure of a single nilpotent GR-orbit [Bo1].
In the case of holomorphic discrete series the orbit structure of the wave front set
is relatively simple: distinct real nilpotent orbits contained in the wave front set
are not conjugated under the complexification of the real group. Furthermore the
homology group ofGR-equivariant cycles supported on the inverse image of the wave
front set under the moment map is generated as a W -module by the characteristic
cycle of the standard sheaf associated with discrete series representations. These
properties of the wave front set of the holomorphic discrete series can be used to
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obtain limit formulas by the method very similar to the one applied in [Bo3] in the
case of real groups with one conjugacy class of Cartan subgroups.

A considerable amount of results is needed to prove Theorem 4.6, the main
result of the paper. We have made an effort to review these results throughout
the paper. In the first two sections we recall the construction of the invariant
distributions associated with invariant cycles in the conormal bundle of the flag
variety, and Rossmann’s theory of Weyl group representations on the homology
groups of conormal varieties. In the fourth section we review the theory of Schmid
and Vilonen on the microlocalization of the Matsuki correspondence between K-
equivariant and GR-equivariant sheaves. The paper probably doesn’t open new
possibilities for proving limit formulas for general nilpotent orbit, but hopefully it
serves as a new and relevant example of application of the powerful theory developed
by Schmid and Vilonen to the problems of harmonic analysis on semisimple Lie
groups.

1. Preliminaries

Suppose GR is a real, connected, linear, semisimple Lie group. We embed GR

into a complexification G and denote by

τ : G −→ G

the involution on G having GR as the identity component of the set of fixed points.
Next we choose a Cartan involution

θ : GR −→ GR,

and extend it to G. Denote by KR resp. K the set of fixed points of θ on GR resp.
G. Observe that θτ is a Cartan involution on G. We denote by UR the set of fixed
points. Write g, k, gR, kR, uR for the Lie algebras of G, K, GR, KR, UR respectively.
Denote the involutions on g induced by θ, τ by the same letters. In addition, let

gR = kR + pR , g = k+ p

be the eigenspace decompositions defined by θ. Let ( , ) be the Killing form on g.
We will use it whenever convenient to identify g and the dual space g∗.

Next we introduce the notation related to the geometry of the flag variety. Write
X for the flag variety of Borel subalgebras of g. Let

n = dimCX.

Given x ∈ X we denote by bx the corresponding Borel subalgebra, and by Bx ⊂
G the Borel subgroup which stabilizes x via the adjoint action. Consider G-
homogenous bundles B and [B,B] over X with fiber bx resp. [bx, bx] at x ∈ X.
Observe that Bx acts trivially on bx/[bx, bx]; hence the G-bundle B/[B,B] is triv-
ial. We denote by h its fiber, and call it the universal Cartan subalgebra. Note
that h � bx/[bx, bx] canonically, for any x ∈ X. Let c ⊂ g be a Cartan subalgebra.
Denote by Δ(g, c) the root system. Then c has |W | fixed points on X (| | stands
for the cardinality), and we choose one of them: x ∈ X. Then c ⊂ bx, and we have
a canonical isomorphism τx : c → h. We denote by τ∗x : h∗ → c∗ the dual isomor-
phism. Then Δ = τ∗−1

x (Δ(g, c)) is independent of the choice of the pair (c, x), and
is called the universal root system. Set Δ+

x = Δ(g/bx, c). A positive root system
in Δ is defined by the condition

Δ+ = τ∗−1
x (Δ+

x ).
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Given λ ∈ Δ, and a pair (c, x) as above, we write λx = τ∗x (λ). The universal Weyl
group W is defined as the Weyl group of the root system Δ. Denote by ρ ∈ h∗ half
the sum of the positive roots, and by h∗′ the set of regular elements. Note that
h resp. h∗ comes equipped with W -invariant symmetric bilinear form (·, ·) whose
specialization at x ∈ X coincides with the Killing form. In particular, if λ ∈ h∗ we
write hλ for the element in h such that λ(h) = (h, hλ), h ∈ h.

Let us recall the definition of the moment map and of the twisted moment map.
Denote by T ∗X the cotangent bundle of the variety X. Given x ∈ X, denote by
b⊥x ⊂ g∗ the space of linear forms vanishing on bx. We use the identification

T ∗X ∼=
{
(x, ξ) : x ∈ X, ξ ∈ b⊥x

}
,

to consider T ∗X as a submanifold of X × g∗ The moment map is defined by

μ : T ∗X −→ g∗, μ(x, ξ) = ξ.

Denote by N ∗ the cone of nilpotent elements in g∗. Note that μ(T ∗X) = N ∗. The
definition of the twisted moment map is due to Rossmann [Ro1]. Note that any
x ∈ X is fixed by a unique maximal torus CR ⊂ UR. We can use the decomposition
g = c + [c, g] to view c∗ as a subspace of g∗. Now we define the twisted moment
map by

μλ : T ∗X −→ g∗, μλ(x, ξ) = λx + μ(x, ξ), ξ ∈ b⊥x .

If λ is regular, one can show that μλ is a UR-equivariant, real algebraic isomor-
phism of T ∗X with complex coadjoint orbit Ad∗(G)λx. Note that Ad∗(G)λx is
independent of x ∈ X. We shall write G · λ = Ad∗(G)λx.

Let V be a coadjoint G-orbit in g∗ or a coadjoint GR-orbit in ig∗
R
. To treat both

cases simultaneously write M = G or M = GR and denote by m the Lie algebra of
M . The space

m · ξ = {ad∗(x)(ξ) : x ∈ m}
identifies with tangent space TξV of V at ξ, and we define a M -equivariant 2-form
σV on V by the formula

σV,ξ(x · ξ, y · ξ) = ξ[x, y] , x, y ∈ m.

In case M = GR the form −iσV is real valued and we use the form

(−iσV)
k , 2k = dimR V

to orient V . In this case we define the measure mV by the formula

dmV =
1

(2πi)kk!
σk
V ,

and call it the Liouville measure. When V = M · λ, λ ∈ c∗, c ⊂ g a Cartan
subalgebra, we shall write σV = σλ.

Let λ ∈ h∗. Then a UR-equivariant 2-form τλ on X is defined at x by

τλ(ax, bx) = τ∗x (λ)([a, b]).

Here ax and bx denote the tangent vectors induced by a, b ∈ uR by differentiation
of the UR-action. Denote by πX : T ∗X −→ X the natural projection, and by σ the
canonical symplectic form on T ∗X. For λ ∈ h∗′ the following formula holds [SV2]:

μ∗
λ(σλ) = −σ + π∗

X(τλ).
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Next we recall, following [SV2], the definition of invariant distributions on the Lie
algebra as integrals of certain differential forms over the semi-algebraic cycles in
T ∗X. The Fourier transform of a test function φ ∈ C∞

c (gR) will be defined by

φ̂(ξ) =

∫
gR

eξ(x)φ(x)dx , ξ ∈ g∗,

without the usual i in the exponential. Here dx denotes a suitably normalized
Lebesgue measure on gR. Let Γ be a semi-algebraic chain in T ∗X. We say that Γ
is R-bounded if

Reμ(supp(Γ)) ⊂ g
∗

is bounded. Here Re is defined with respect to g∗
R
. If Γ is a semi-algebraic, R-

bounded, 2n-chain in T ∗X one can prove that for a test function φ ∈ C∞
c (gR) and

λ ∈ h∗ the integral

(1) Θ(Γ, λ)(φ) =

∫
Γ

μ∗
λ(φ̂)(−σ + π∗

Xτλ)
n

converges and depends holomorphically on λ. In particular, this is true for a cycle
Γ ∈ H2n(T

∗
GR

X,C), where T ∗
GR

X denotes the union of conormal bundles to the
GR-orbits on X. In this case Θ(Γ, λ) is a GR-invariant distribution on gR.

2. Weyl group representations

In this section we recall the results of Rossmann on Weyl group representations
on homology groups of conormal varieties for the group actions on the flag variety.
Let

A = K or A = GR,

and let a be the Lie algebra of A. When

S ⊂ g
∗

satisfies certain natural assumptions [Ro2], Rossmann defines W -module structure
on homology groups

H∗(μ
−1(S),C).

In particular, we obtain W -modules in the following cases:

S = a
⊥ ∩ N ∗, S = O, S = O, S = {ν} .

Here O is an A-orbit and ν ∈ N ∗. In the first case we have

μ−1(a⊥ ∩N ∗) = T ∗
AX .

Rossmann shows [Ro2] that inclusions of the A-orbit closures are compatible
with W -module structure on homology groups. In fact,

(2) 0 −→ H2n(μ
−1(O \ O),C) −→ H2n(μ

−1(O),C) −→ H2n(μ
−1(O),C) −→ 0

is an exact sequence of W -modules. Denote by

CG(ν) resp. CA(ν)

the group of connected components of the centralizer of ν in G resp. A. Let

d = d(ν) = dimC μ−1(ν).

Then CG(ν) acts on H2d(μ
−1(ν),C) by permuting the irreducible components, and

this action commutes with W -action. Hence

H2d(μ
−1(ν),C)CG(ν) ⊂ H2d(μ

−1(ν),C) and H2d(μ
−1(ν),C)CA(ν) ⊂ H2d(μ

−1(ν),C)
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are W -submodules, and the natural projection

H2d(μ
−1(ν),C)CA(ν) −→ H2d(μ

−1(ν),C)CG(ν)

is a homomorphism of W -modules. Recall that the W -module H2d(μ
−1(ν),C)CG(ν)

is irreducible [Ro1]. This is the Springer representation associated to the orbit G ·ν,
and we denote the corresponding character by χν . We will also need the following
isomorphism of W -modules [Ro1]:

(3) H2n(μ
−1(O),C) ∼= H2d(μ

−1(ν),C)CA(ν).

Moreover, Rossmann’s definition of W -action on H2n(T
∗
GR

X,C) implies the fol-
lowing W -equivariance formula for distributions Θ(Γ, λ) [Ro1]:

(4) Θ(wΓ, λ) = Θ(Γ, w−1λ) , w ∈ W, λ ∈ h∗.

Our goal is to study the asymptotic behaviour of distributions Θ(Γ, λ) when
λ ∈ h∗ approaches zero. We recall additional facts needed for this analysis.

Denote by Hd(h
∗) (Hd(h)) the space of harmonic polynomials on h∗ (h) of degree

d. The map

(5) H2d(X,C) −→ Hd(h
∗) , γ �→ b(γ) =

1

(2πi)dd!

∫
γ

τdλ

is an isomorphism ofW -modules, usually called the Borel isomorphism [Bor1]. Here
we consider the W -action on H2d(X,C) induced by the natural W -action on X.
On the other hand, we have a natural homomorphism

(6) H2d(μ
−1(ν),C) −→ H2d(X,C),

defined by the inclusion μ−1(ν) −→ X × {ν}. Rossmann shows this is a nonzero
W -module homomorphism [Ro1] which factors through the projection

(7) H2d(μ
−1(ν),C) −→ H2d(μ

−1(ν),C)CG(ν).

It is known that χν appears exactly once in Hd(h
∗) [BM]. We denote the corre-

sponding subspace by Hd(h
∗)ν . Now taking into the account (2), (3), (5), (6) and

(7) we obtain a surjective homomorphism of W -modules

(8) H2n(μ
−1(O),C) −→ Hd(h

∗)ν , Γ �→ pΓ.

Denote by ΘO the Fourier transform of the Liouville measure mO. In more details,

ΘO(φ) =
1

(2πi)kk!

∫
O
φ̂σk

O , 2k = dimR O, φ ∈ C∞
c (gR).

Let Γ ∈ H2n(μ
−1(O),C). Rossmann proves [Ro1] the following formula relating

distributions Θ(Γ, λ) and ΘO

(9) Θ(Γ, λ) = pΓ(λ)ΘO + o(λn−k).

The term o(λn−k) can be described as follows. For any φ ∈ C∞
c (gR), o(λ

n−k)(φ) is
a holomorphic function of λ and

lim
t→0

o((tλ)n−k)(φ)

tn−k
= 0.

Finally we recall two results from [Bo3] that will be needed in the proof of the
main result. Denote by C[h] resp. C[h∗] the algebra of polynomial functions on h
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resp. h∗. Write S(h) resp. S(h∗) for the symmetric algebra of h resp. h∗. Recall
that we have canonical isomorphisms

C[h] ∼= S(h∗) and C[h∗] ∼= S(h).

On the other hand the map

v �→ ∂(v), ∂(v)f(λ) = lim
t→0

(f(λ+ tv)− f(λ))/t, λ, v ∈ h∗, f ∈ C∞(h∗)

extends to an isomorphism of S(h∗) and the algebra D(h∗) of differential operators
on h∗ with constant coefficients. Thus we obtain the isomorphism of algebras

C[h] ∼= D(h∗), p �→ p(∂), p ∈ C[h].

Let δ : h −→ h∗ be the isomorphism defined by the Killing form and

δ : S(h) −→ S(h∗)

the induced isomorphism of algebras. As usual we write

δ−1(λ) = hλ , λ ∈ h
∗.

Put
h∗0 =

∑
α∈Δ+

R · α,

and denote by
¯: h∗ −→ h∗

the conjugation with respect to h∗0. Let

¯: S(h∗) −→ S(h∗)

be the induced conjugation of S(h∗).

Lemma 2.1. Let (r1, · · · , rs) be a basis in Hd(h
∗)ν ⊂ S(h). Put pi = δ(ri),

i = 1, · · · , s and let

Vd =

s∑
i=1

C · p̄i .

Then Vd is a W -module isomorphic to Hd(h
∗)ν .

Lemma 2.2. Let Γ ∈ H2n(T
∗
R
X,C), λ ∈ h∗, p ∈ C[h] and w ∈ W .

(1) limλ→0 p(∂)Θ(Γ, λ) exists as a distribution on gR.
(2) limλ→0 w

−1p(∂)Θ(Γ, λ) = limλ→0 p(∂)Θ(wΓ, λ).

3. P -equivariant sheaves on the flag variety

Denote by Π the set of simple roots in Δ+. Let Θ ⊂ −Π. Denote by WΘ the
subgroup of W generated by reflections sα, α ∈ Θ. The set

WΘ =
{
w ∈ W : Θ ⊂ w(−Δ+)

}
is a section of right WΘ-cosets consisting of elements of shortest length. Choose a
point x0 ∈ X. Let c ⊂ bx0

be a Cartan subalgebra. Consider the isomorphism

h −→ bx0
/[bx0

, bx0
] ∼= c.

It induces the isomorphism W −→ Wx0
, w �→ wx0

, of the abstract Weyl group W
and the Weyl group Wx0

of the pair (g, c). Denote by B the Borel subgroup of G
with Lie algebra bx0

, and by P the standard parabolic subgroup of G of type Θx0

containing B. Here Θx0
denotes the inverse image of Θ under the isomorphism
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c∗ → h∗. Let bxw
be the Borel subalgebra defined by the pair (c, wx0

Δ(c, bx0
)). Let

D(w) = P.xw. It is well known [Mi] that the map

WΘ −→ P \X
is a bijection between WΘ and the set of all P -orbits on X.

Given a semi-algebraic set Y we denote by D(Y ) the bounded derived category
of sheaves of (complex) vector spaces constructible for semi-algebraic stratifications
on Y . Let f : Y −→ Z be a semi-algebraic map of (locally compact) semi-algebraic
sets. Then the notation for functors

Rf∗ : D(Y ) −→ D(Z), Rf! : D(Y ) −→ D(Z),

f−1 : D(Z) −→ D(Y ), f ! : D(Z) −→ D(Y )

is the same as in [KS]. Suppose that A is a real algebraic group acting on Y . The
construction of Bernstein and Lunts [BL] associates to Db

c(Y ) the category DA(Y )
of A-equivariant sheaves on X. If f : Y −→ Z is an A-equivariant map then
the functors f−1, f !, Rf∗ and Rf! lift to functors between A-equivariant derived
categories.

We return now to the setting of flag variety. Let A ⊂ G be a real algebraic
subgroup acting with finitely many orbits on the flag variety X. It is known [SV2,
6.3], that the K-group K(DA(X)) is generated by standard sheaves. We recall
the definition. Let S ⊂ X be an A-orbit and τ an irreducible A-equivariant local
system on S. To the pair (S, τ ) we associate the standard sheaf

I(S, τ ) = RiS!(τ ).

Here iS : S −→ X denotes the inclusion map. We describe in more details A-
equivariant local systems on the orbit S. Recall that irreducible A-equivariant local
systems on S are parametrized by irreducible representations of ZA(x)/ZA(x)

◦, the
group of connected components of the centralizer of x ∈ S in A. In particular, if
ZA(x) is connected CS is the unique irreducible A-equivariant local system on S.

We assume now that the number of A-orbits on Y is finite, as will be the case in
our applications. Next we relate the K-group of the A-equivariant sheaves to the
characteristic cycle construction. In order to explain this, we need some additional
notation. Recall that Hi(Y,Z) resp. Hi(Y,C), i ∈ Z denote the Borel-Moore
homology groups with integral resp. complex coefficients. Suppose that Y is a real
algebraic manifold. The characteristic cycle CC(F) of a constructible sheaf F from
D(Y ) was defined by Kashiwara [KS] as a Lagrangian cycle in the real cotangent
bundle T ∗Y . In fact, let S be a semi-algebraic Whitney stratification on Y, and
F a complex of sheaves on Y constructible for S. Denote by T ∗

SY the union of
conormal bundles to the strata. Then

CC(F) ∈ Hm(T ∗
SY,Z), m = dimR Y.

In particular, if F is constructible for the orbit stratification, and if we denote
by T ∗

AY the union of conormal bundles to the orbits then CC(F) ∈ Hm(T ∗
AY,Z).

Recall that CC is additive on distinguished triangles in D(Y ). This implies that
the characteristic cycle map determines a homomorphism of abelian groups

CC : K(DA(Y )) −→ Hm(T ∗
AY,Z).

We will denote by the same symbol the complexified homomorphism

(10) CC : K(DA(Y ))C −→ Hm(T ∗
AY,C).
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Following [SV1] we will define intertwining functors on D(X). If w ∈ W write
l(w) for the length function. Let

Yw ⊂ X ×X

be the variety of pairs of Borel subalgebras in the relative position w, and

p1, p2 : Yw −→ X

projections onto the first and second factors in X ×X. Then we define the inter-
twining functor attached to w ∈ W by the formula:

Iw = Rp1!p
−1
2 [l(w)] : D(X) −→ D(X).

One can show that Iw is an equivalence of categories. Moreover, the equivalences
Iw induce an action of the Weyl group W on the K-group K(D(X)). We write
[F ] ∈ K(D(X)) for the image of an object F from D(X). The action of W on
K(D(X)) will be denoted by

w · [F ] = [Iw(F)].

If A ⊂ G the maps p1 and p2 are A-equivariant; hence the intertwining functors
preserve K(DA(X)) and define a structure of W -module.

Proposition 3.1. The K-group K(DP (X)) is generated by standard sheaves
I(D(w)) = RiD(w)!(CD(w)), where w ∈ ΘW .

Proof. We know that K(DP (X)) is generated by standard sheaves RiD(w)!(τD(w)),
where τD(w) is an irreducible P -equivariant local system on the P -orbit D(w) and

w ∈ WΘ. Let x ∈ D(w). The irreducible P -equivariant local systems on D(w) are
parametrized by the irreducible representations of the component group of P ∩Bxw

.
On the other hand P ∩Bxw

is connected [Bor2] so the only irreducible P -equivariant
local system on D(w) is the trivial sheaf. �

Lemma 3.2. Let w ∈ ΘW . Denote by e the unit element in W . Then the map p2
induces a P -equivariant isomorphism of varieties

p−1
1 (D(e))

≈−→ D(w).

Proof. The map p1 is G-equivariant so we obtain

p−1
1 (P.x0) = P.p−1

1 (x0) = P.({x0} × B.xw) = P.(B(x0 × xw)) = P.(x0 × xw).

Hence we have to show that p2 induces a P -equivariant isomorphism of varieties

P.(x0 × xw)
≈−→ P.xw.

Let w0 ∈ G be such that Ad(w0) represents wx0
. Denote by b the Lie algebra of B

and by p the Lie algebra of P . To prove the above statement it will suffice to show
that

b ∩ Ad(w0)b = p ∩ Ad(w0)b.

To simplify notation denote by Δ0 the root system of the pair (g, c) and by −Δ+
0 ⊂

Δ0 the roots of b. Let ΔΘ0
be the root system spanned by the image Θ0 of Θ under

the specialization τ∗x0
. By the choice of ΘW we have

(−Δ+
Θ0

) ∩ wx0
(−Δ+

0 ) = ∅.
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This implies further

p ∩ Ad(w0)b = {c+
∑

α∈ΔΘ0

gα +
∑

α∈−(Δ+
0 )\Δ+

Θ0

gα} ∩ {c+
∑

α∈wx0
(−Δ+

0 )

gα}

= {c+
∑

α∈Δ+
Θ0

gα +
∑

α∈−(Δ+
0 )\Δ+

Θ0

gα} ∩ {c+
∑

α∈wx0
(−Δ+

0 )

gα}

= b ∩ Ad(w0)b ,

as desired. �

Proposition 3.3. Let w ∈ ΘW . Denote by e the unit element in W . Then
Iw(I(e)) = I(w)[l(w)]. In particular, as a W -module K(DP (X)) is generated by
I(e).

Proof. Let ie : D(e) −→ X and je : p−1
1 (D(e)) −→ Yw be the natural inclusions

and let pr1 : p−1
1 (D(e) −→ D(e) and pr2 : p−1

1 (D(e) −→ D(w) be projections. By
the application of the base change to the Cartesian diagram

p−1
1 (D(e))

je−−−−→ Yw

pr1

⏐⏐� p1

⏐⏐�
D(e)

ie−−−−→ X

and the above lemma we obtain

Iw(I(e)) = Rp2!p
−1
1 (Rie!(CD(e))[l(w)]

= Rp2!Rje!pr
−1
1 (CD(e))[l(w)]

= Rp2!Rje!(Cp−1
1 D(e))[l(w)]

= Riw!CD(w)[l(w)]

= I(w)[l(w)].
�

Consider now the K-group as a W -module for the action of intertwining oper-
ators, and consider the W -module structure on the homology group H2n(T

∗
AX,C)

defined by Rossmann. It was proved in [SV1] that the characteristic cycle map

CC : K(DA(X))C −→ H2n(T
∗
AX,C)

is a homomorphism of W -modules. By [Bo4], the characteristic cycles of standard
sheaves form a basis (even over Z) of H2n(T

∗
AX,C). Thus we obtain the following

result which will be the main ingredient in the proof of the limit formula.

Proposition 3.4. The cycle CC(I(D(e)) generates H2n(T
∗
PX,C) as a W -module.

4. Limit formula

Recall that A = K or A = GR and that DA(X) denotes the bounded equivari-
ant derived category of A-equivariant sheaves on the flag variety X. There is an
equivalence of categories

γ : DK(X) −→ DGR
(X),
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called the Matsuki correspondence for sheaves. The existence of this equivalence
was conjectured by Kashiwara and proved in [MUV]. Schmid and Vilonen define
the homomorphism [SV3, 3.7]

Φ : H2n(T
∗
KX,C) −→ H2n(T

∗
GR

X,C),

which makes the following diagram commutative

(11)

DK(X)
γ−−−−→ DGR

(X)

CC

⏐⏐�
⏐⏐�CC

H2n(T
∗
KX,C)

Φ−−−−→ H2n(T
∗
GR

X,C).

Put Nk = ∪{G · x : x ∈ N , dimC G · x = 2k} and N k = ∪l≤kNl. The map Φ de-
scends to the nilpotent cone by integrating cycles over the fibres of the moment
map. At this point, we will use the identification g∗ ∼= g defined by the Killing
form. In particular, we view the moment map as the map

μ : T ∗X −→ g.

Let V ′ ⊂ Nk ∩ p be a K-orbit, and O′ ⊂ N ∩ igR a GR-orbit. We orient V ′ by
the complex structure, and O′ by the Liouville form. We denote the corresponding
cycles by [V ′] and [O′]. Here we use the assumption that GR is connected. First we
discuss the descent to N ∩ p. Recall that by the result of Kostant and Rallis [KR]
the number of K-orbits in N ∩ p is finite. Hence we may write

Nk ∩ p = V1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vl,

where V1, · · · ,Vl are K-orbits. The Mayer-Vietoris theorem for Borel-Moore ho-
mology implies

(12) H2n(μ
−1(Nk ∩ p),C) =

l⊕
j=1

H2n(μ
−1(Vj),C).

Given a cycle C ∈ H2n(T
∗
KX,Z), let k = k(C) be the minimal integer such that

C ∈ H2n(T
∗
KX ∩ μ−1(N k),C). Then T ∗

KX ∩ μ−1(Nk) is open in T ∗
KX ∩ μ−1(N k)

and we consider the restriction

C0 = C|T∗
KX∩μ−1(Nk).

By (12) we can write

C0 =

l∑
j=1

CVi
, CVi

∈ H2n(μ
−1Vi,C).

We draw now attention to (8) and denote by p(C,Vi) the polynomial in H(n−k)(h
�)

associated with the cycle CVi
.

We set

(13) (grμ∗)K,λ(C) =
l∑

i=1

p(C,Vi)(λ)[Vi].

Here we regard the left side as a top dimensional cycle in Nk ∩ p. In fact, by our
assumption the orbits Vi are connected; hence the cycles [Vi], i = 1, · · · , l provide
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a basis of H2k(Nk ∩ p,C). In this way we obtain the map

(grμ∗)K,λ : H2n(T
∗
KX,C) −→

⊕
k≥0

H2k(Nk ∩ p,C).

Next we consider the descent to N ∩ igR. Set

Nk ∩ igR = O1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ol,

where O1, · · · ,Ol are GR-orbits. Moreover, we may assume the orbits Vi and
Oi are related by the Sekiguchi correspondence [Se]. For i = 1, . . . , l and C ′ ∈
H2n(μ

−1(N k)∩T �
GR

,C) we introduce polynomials p(C ′,Oi) analogously as p(C,Vi).
The map

(grμ∗)GR,λ : H2n(T
∗
GR

X,C) −→
⊕
k≥0

H2k(Nk ∩ igR,C)

is then defined by the formula

(14) (grμ∗)GR,λ(C
′) =

l∑
i=1

p(C ′,Oi)(λ)[Oi].

Schmid and Vilonen define a homomorphism [SV3, 5.10]

φ :
⊕
k≥0

H2k(Nk ∩ p,C) −→
⊕
k≥0

H2k(Nk ∩ igR,C),

such that

(15) (grμ∗)GR,λ ◦ Φ = φ ◦ (grμ∗)K,λ.

Moreover, they compute φ on the invariant part of the homology [SV3, 6.3]. In fact,
suppose aK-orbit V ′ and aGR-orbitO′ are related by the Sekiguchi correspondence.
Then

(16) φ([V ′]) = [O′].

Theorem 4.1 follows from the theory outlined above and from [Ro3].

Theorem 4.1. Let C ∈ H2n(T
∗
KX,C), and let k = k(C) be the minimal integer

such that C ∈ H2n(T
∗
KX ∩ μ−1(N k),C). Then

(17) Θ(Φ(C), λ) =

l∑
i=1

p(C,Vi)(λ)ΘOi
+ o(λn−k).

For i = 1, . . . , l the map

H2n(μ
−1(N k) ∩ T �

KX,C) −→ H(n−k)(h
�), C �→ p(C,Vi) = p(Φ(C),Oi)

is a homomorphism of W -modules.

Let GR be a simple Lie group having a compact Cartan subgroup TR. Denote
by tR the Lie algebra of TR and by t the complexification of tR. Then there exists
a positive root system

(18) Δ+(g, t) ⊂ Δ(g, c)

such that exactly one simple root is noncompact and the multiplicity of this sim-
ple root in the highest root is one or two [Ch]. Denote by β the unique simple
noncompact root, and assume in addition that

(19) the multiplicity of β in the highest root is one.
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We remark that the choice of the positive root system with this property is related
to the construction of the holomorphic discrete series [Ch]. Denote by

bx0
⊂ g

the Borel subalgebra defined by (t,−Δ+(g, t) and by Bx0
the corresponding Borel

subgroup. Write

(20) bx0
= t+ nx0

for the Levi decomposition. Let Θx0
= Πx0

\ β, and let

q ⊇ bx0

be the parabolic subalgebra defined by −Θx0
and

Q ⊇ Bx0

the corresponding parabolic subgroup. Let

q = l+ u and Q = LU

be the Levi decompositions. Any root γ ∈ −Δ+(g, t) of the form

γ =
∑

α∈−Θx0

nαα− β, nα ≥ 0

is necessarily noncompact. In fact, γ can be written as

γ = α1 + · · ·+ αm,

where −αi is a simple root and α1 + · · ·+ αi is also a root for any 1 ≤ i ≤ m. We
choose a root vector Xαi

∈ gαi
and consider

Xγ = [Xαm
, [Xαm−1

, [· · · , [Xα2
, Xα1

] · · · ]]].
There exists a unique i such that αi = −β; hence the expression for Xγ implies
that Xγ ∈ p, as desired.

The preceding discussion implies that

l = k, L = K and u = nx0
∩ p.

In particular, u is K-invariant. Next we recall the result about the K-orbit decom-
position of u following [Ya]. Denote by r the real rank of GR. Then there exist
(r + 1) K-orbits Oi, 0 ≤ i ≤ r, such that

(21) p ∩ nx0
= V0 ∪ V1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vr, V0 = {0}, V i = V0 ∪ · · · ∪ Vi−1 ∪ Vi.

Here the closure is computed in Zariski (or in classical) topology. Denote by

(22) Oi ⊂
√
−1gR, 0 ≤ i ≤ r,

the GR-orbit associated with the K-orbit Vi by the Sekiguchi correspondence. Our
goal is to establish limit formulas for the orbits Oi.

Define the orbits Z = K · x0 and S = GR.x0 and write

i : Z −→ X and j : S −→ X

for the inclusion maps. The orbit Z is closed and the orbit S is open in X [Ma]. The
pair (Z, S) is a special case of the orbits related by the Matsuki correspondence.

Theorem 4.1 will be applied to the standard sheaves Ri∗(CZ) and Rj!(CS). In
this special case the Matsuki correspondence for sheaves is given by

γ(Ri∗(CZ)) = Rj!(CS)[2 codimC Z].
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We remark that the orientation of the conormal bundle T ∗
ZY as a chain in [SV3, 4.34]

differs precisely by the factor (−1)p, where

p = dimC nx0
∩ p,

from the orientation induced by the complex structure. By (11) this implies further

(23) Φ((−1)p[T ∗
ZY ]) = CC(Rj!(CS)).

Proposition 4.2. The cycle [T ∗
ZX] generates H2n(μ

−1(u),C) as a W -module.

Proof. We have

Q · x0 = K · x0 = Z and T ∗
QX = μ−1(q⊥) = μ−1(u).

The claim of the proposition follows now from Proposition 3.4. �

Let W be a nilpotent G-orbit and ν ∈ W . Given a W -module V consider the
projection Pχν

to the isotypical component of type χν :

Pχν
: V −→ V, Pχν

(Γ) =
degχν

|W |
∑
w∈W

χν(w
−1)wΓ.

Lemma 4.3. Let νi ∈ Vi or νi ∈ Oi, 0 ≤ i ≤ r. Then

Pχνi
(H2n(μ

−1(V))) ⊂ H2n(μ
−1(Vi)) or Pχνi

(H2n(μ
−1(O))) ⊂ H2n(μ

−1(Oi)).

Proof. We prove only the formula for the K-orbits, the case of GR-orbits being
analogous. For i < m ≤ r consider the exact sequence of W -modules

0 −→ H2n(μ
−1(Vm−1)) −→ H2n(μ

−1(Vm)) −→ H2n(μ
−1(Vm)) −→ 0.

Recall that

H2n(μ
−1(Vm),C) ∼= H2d(μ

−1(ν),C)CK(νm).

Using the Springer parametrization of Weyl group representations we deduce that
Pχνi

(C) | μ−1(Vm) = 0 for m > i and C ∈ H2n(μ
−1(Vm)). This implies

Pχνi
H2n(μ

−1(Vm)) ⊂ H2n(μ
−1(Vm−1)),

and furthermore because of P 2
χνi

= Pχνi

Pχνi
H2n(μ

−1(Vm)) ⊂ Pχνi
H2n(μ

−1(Vm−1)).

Combining these inclusions we obtain the conclusion of the lemma. �

Theorem 4.4 is a variant of Rossmann’s character formula proved by Schmid
and Vilonen [SV2], [Bo2]. It will play an important role in the study of asymptotic
properties of elliptic orbital integrals. Recall that λx0

∈ it∗
R
is dominant if

(λx0
, α) > 0 for any α ∈ Δ(g/bx0

, t).

Theorem 4.4. Let GR be a connected, linear, semisimple Lie group. Consider
the Borel subalgebra bx0

defined in (20) and the open orbit S = Ad(GR).x0. Let

φ ∈ C∞
c (gR). Denote by φ̂ the Fourier transform of φ. Then for λ ∈ h∗′ such that

λx0
is dominant we have∫

CC(Rj!CS)

μ∗
λ(φ̂σ

m
λ ) = (−1)p

∫
GR·λx0

φ̂σm
λ .
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Let π be an irreducible representation of GR. We will denote by Θπ the character
of π and by θπ the pullback of Θπ on gR under the exponential map.

Let λx0
∈ it∗

R
be regular and dominant. Assume in addition that λx0

+ ρx0
lifts

to a character of TR. Then λ determines a discrete series representation πλ. We
relate now the orbit O and the wave front set WF (πλ).

Proposition 4.5. If πλ is a discrete series representation defined by λx0
∈ it∗

R
then

we have

WF (πλ) = O.

Proof. Observe that CC(Ri�CZ) is supported on the conormal bundle T ∗
ZX and

that μ(T ∗
ZX) = V for a unique K-orbit V ⊂ N ∩ p. Using these facts we deduce

(grμ�)K,λ(CC(Ri�CZ)) = pV(λ)[V ].

By the assumption λ is dominant; hence it follows from [SV3, 7.5] that pV(λ) �= 0.
For t ∈ R>0 denote by mt : g −→ g the map mt(ξ) = tξ, ξ ∈ g. Recall that

dmO = (σO)
2k/(2πi)kk!, 2k = dimR O

is the canonical measure on O. By the main result of [SV3] the leading term of
m∗

t θπλ
at t → 0 is the Fourier transform of pO(λ) · dmO, where

(grμ�)GR,λ(CC(Rj!CS)) = pO(λ)[O],

and pO(λ) = pV(λ) �= 0. On the other hand Rossmann proves [Ro3] that the wave
front of an irreducible representation π is the union of closures of the leading orbits
in m∗

t θπλ
as t → 0. In particular, WF (πλ) = O. �

Now we are ready to prove the main result of the paper.

Theorem 4.6. Let GR be a connected linear semisimple Lie group and let tR be a
compact Cartan subalgebra. Suppose that GR has holomorphic discrete series πμ,
where μ ∈ itR is regular. Let C ⊂ ikR be the chamber for which μ is dominant. Let
O ⊂ ig∗

R
be a nilpotent coadjoint GR-orbit such that WF (πμ) = O. Then for any

nilpotent GR-orbit Oi ⊂ O there exists up to a constant unique harmonic polynomial
p ∈ C[h] corresponding to the W -character χν , ν ∈ Oi, such that the following limit
formula for the orbital measures holds

lim
λ→0(C)

p(∂)mλ = κmOi
.

Here κ is a nonzero constant.

Proof. Observe first that Φ(H2n(μ
−1(V),C)) ⊂ H2n(T

�
GR

X,C). Set

Γ1 = CC(Ri�CZ), Γ2 = CC(Rj!CS).

Then Φ(Γ1) = Γ2. By the result of Rossmann [Ro3, 2.4.2], μ(supp(Γ2)) is equal to
the wave front set of the distribution Θ(Γ2, λ). On the other hand, (14) and (15) im-
ply that μ(supp(Γ2)) = O. In particular, we have Γ2 ∈ H2n(μ

−1(O),C). Recall that
Γ1 generates H2n(μ

−1(V),C) as a W -module; hence we have Φ(H2n(μ
−1(V),C))

⊂ H2n(μ
−1(O),C). The equality of dimensions ofH2n(μ

−1(V),C) andH2n(μ
−1(O),

C) gives finally

Φ(H2n(μ
−1(V),C)) = H2n(μ

−1(O),C).
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Let ν ∈ Oi. By (12) Γ2 generates H2n(μ
−1(O),C) as a W -module; hence

Pχν
Γ2 �= 0. Then r = b(Pχν

Γ2) �= 0 and applying (13) we obtain

Θ(Pχν
Γ2, λ) = r(λ)ΘOi

+ o(λd), d = dimC μ−1(ν).

Set p = δ(r). Then by (2) p is a harmonic polynomial on h corresponding to the
W -character χν . Moreover, the definition of p implies

p(∂)r(λ) = p(∂)r(0) �= 0.

Now we apply (3) to conclude

lim
λ→0(C)

p(∂)Θ(Γ2, λ) = p(∂)r(0)ΘO.

Here we used the formula χν(w
−1) = χν(w), w ∈ W , which is a consequence of the

fact that χν is defined over Q [BM, Th. 3]. To complete the proof it will suffice to
use (14), and take the inverse Fourier transform. �
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